
TOKO PRO
Burnishing Gum

Apply to the flesh side or edge of leather, and work in with a burnishing tool until the 

desired finish is achieved. Applies easily and evenly to keep leather smooth. For use 

on vegetable, chrome, and combination tanned leathers.

The ( ) prices include 10% consumption tax.

2250 〔50g〕  ￥300（¥330）
2251 〔100g〕  ￥450（¥495）
2252 〔500g〕  ￥1,800（¥1,980）
2253 〔1kg〕  ￥3,100（¥3,410）

Even for the beginner, the finish is even. 

For use on vegetable, chrome, and combination 

tanned leathers.

Glossy and durable without impairing the texture 

of leather.

MADE in JAPAN

Easy to spread on the flesh side of 

leather with moderate viscosity, and 

even the leathercraft beginner can 

burnish evenly. The drying time is 

adjusted to an exquisite degree that 

is neither too late nor too fast so that 

it can be evenly burnished.

Apply to the flesh side or edge of 

leather, and work in with a burnishing 

tool until the desired finish is 

achieved. You can use “Slicker & 

Folder”, “Glass plate”, “Canvas, 

“Wooden slicker”, “Wooden block” 

and so on as burnishing tools.

Usage not only for vegetable 

tanned but also for chrome and 

combination tanned leather.

Finishing varies by leather. Soft 

leather will be firmly. (Top: Chrome 

tanned, Middle: Combination 

tanned, Bottom: Chrome tanned)

Contains water-based glue, water-

based resin, and wax. Water-based 

glue and water-based resin firmly 

hold and protect the leather fibers, 

and carefully selected Italian waxes 

give a natural texture and gloss.

The tool can be moved smoothly 

without resistance, whether it is 

burnishing flesh side or edge of 

leather. You can work comfortably 

without the need for power with a 

smooth burnishing feeling.

We have repeatedly developed 

tests jointly with Japanese factory. 

Using Japanese-made raw 

materials and Italian-made wax, it is 

consistently manufactured in Japan 

from blending, filling and labeling.

Usage is the same as conventional burnishing gum. Balancing quality and stable supply. Consistent 

domestic manufacturing.

Comfortable workability with smooth burnishing.
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